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Mission Statement: The mission of Santa Ana College is to be a leader and partner in meeting the intellectual, cultural, technological and 
workforce development needs of our diverse community. Santa Ana College provides access and equity in a dynamic learning environment 
that prepares students for transfer, careers and lifelong intellectual pursuits in a global community.

Vision Themes:  1) Student Achievement   2) Use of Technology   3) Innovation  4) Community   5) Workforce Development   6) Emerging 
American Community 
 

Program/Department: 

I. Goals 
  
1. What are the department’s annual goals, currently in progress, as related to the Mission and Strategic Plan Vision Themes of 
Santa Ana College?  The Santa Ana College Strategic Plan 2014-2016 is a great resource to correlate each annual goal with 
respective Vision Theme.

1a. Department Annual Goal:

1a. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

  
1b. Department Annual Goal: 

1b. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

Brian Kehlenbach


http://www.sac.edu/AcademicAffairs/IEA_Office/Documents/2014-2016%20Strategic%20Plan%20Update_approved9102014.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/AcademicAffairs/IEA_Office/Documents/2014-2016%20Strategic%20Plan%20Update_approved9102014.pdf


  
1c. Department Annual Goal:

1c. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

1d. Department Annual Goal:

1d. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

  
  
2. Has the department achieved, restructured, or eliminated any goals from the prior academic year?  Please be sure to access 
the prior year Annual Program Review  (or APR) reports and explain.

2a. Achieved, Restructured, or Eliminated? (select one)

2a. Explain why: 

2b. Achieved, Restructured, or Eliminated? (select one)

2b. Explain why: 

Brian Kehlenbach
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http://www.sac.edu/Program_Review/Pages/default.aspx


2c. Achieved, Restructured, or Eliminated? (select one)

2c. Explain why: 

  
3. What new department goals are planned for the future?  (Departments may want to reference the Santa Ana College 
Educational Master Plan, the Santa Ana College Facilities Master Plan, the Student Success & Support Program report, and the 
Student Equity Plan when considering their new goals.) 

3a. New Goal:

3a. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

3b. New Goal:

3b. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

3c. New Goal:

3c. Strategic Plan Vision Theme: (select one)

http://www.sac.edu/committees/IEA/Documents/Collection/SAC_EMP.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/committees/IEA/Documents/Collection/SAC_EMP.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/committees/IEA/Documents/Collection/SAC_EMP.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/AdminServices/facilities/Documents/sac-fmp-2014.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/AdminServices/facilities/Documents/sac-fmp-2014.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/committees/StudentSuccess/Documents/Josh%20Dorman/Student%20Success%20and%20Support%20Program%20Plan,%202014-15.pdf
http://www.sac.edu/committees/StudentSuccess/Documents/Josh%20Dorman/Student%20Equity%20Plan.pdf


II. Learning Outcomes 
  
Faculty members are responsible for recording all institutional, program, and course-level student learning outcomes assessment plans 
and results through APR.  Please refer to those assessment reports and respond to the prompts below, providing an analysis of these 
results.

4. How has your department used assessment of SLOs, PLOs, and ILOs to initiate program improvement (i.e., curriculum 
updates or changes, delivery of content/services, and/or the development of new department goals) since the last program 
review cycle?  How have these changes positively impacted student learning and achievement?

5. Based on SLO, PLO, and ILO results, what additional needs have been identified through the department’s Resource 
Allocation Request or RAR budget process?  Please refer to the prior RAR submissions, commenting on whether an identified 
need was funded (through any source) or not, and if funded, the impact it has had on student learning. 

Equipment/ Instructional Supplies:

Facilities:

http://www.sac.edu/Program_Review/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.sac.edu/AdminServices/budget/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.sac.edu/AdminServices/budget/Pages/default.aspx


Non-Faculty Personnel:

Technology:

Other:

  
6. The Accreditation 2014 Standards require departments to disaggregate and analyze program learning outcomes and 
achievement data for subpopulations (e.g., ethnicity, age, daytime/evening student, full-time/part-time, gender, disability, 
etc.) of students (Standard I.B.6).  Using the disaggregated PLO data provided from the Office of Institutional Effectiveness, 
has the department identified any performance gaps in these subpopulations of students served?  If so, what steps is the 
department taking to mitigate those gaps? 

Brian Kehlenbach

http://www.accjc.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Accreditation_Standards_Adopted_June_2014.pdf
http://www.accjc.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Accreditation_Standards_Adopted_June_2014.pdf


III. Data/Trends

  
7. What research has the department conducted when formulating, restructuring, and/or eliminating its goals?  Please refer 
to the Reports Directory and Program Review Resources sites for an updated listing of recently conducted research reports. 
You may also include other resources (e.g., department research, external articles) obtained by your department.  Any 
specific references to a particular report should be cited when answering this prompt.

Please review your department portfolio data, provided by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness, as well as newly available Student 
Equity Action Tool or SEAT data, for the prompts below. 
  
8. Based on previous APRs, identify any areas or trends of disproportionate impact and explain how the department plans 
to close achievement gaps for these subpopulations.

http://www.sac.edu/AcademicAffairs/InstitutionalResearch/Pages/Reports-Directory.aspx
http://www.sac.edu/AcademicAffairs/InstitutionalResearch/Pages/Program-Review-Resources.aspx
https://public.tableausoftware.com/profile/sacresearch#!/vizhome/CourseSuccessRetentionFall121314V3/EquityTool
https://public.tableausoftware.com/profile/sacresearch#!/vizhome/CourseSuccessRetentionFall121314V3/EquityTool


9. Describe any observed trends (including growth/decline) as related to the various key indicators (e.g., FTES generated 
and productivity, success and retention rates compared to the College’s institution set-standards, degrees and certificates 
awarded by your department).  Based on the above trend data analysis, what are the strengths of your department?  What 
improvements are needed, and how do these perceived improvements correlate with SLOs assessment (based on questions 
#4, 5, and 6 above)? 

  
IV. Curriculum and Pedagogy

10. Describe any substantial changes made to the curriculum (e.g., new courses/degrees, course deletions, distance 
education additions) as well as any pedagogical innovation (e.g., learning communities, contextualized learning, 
supplemental instruction, technological) designed to support student learning, based on outcomes and data analyses.



  
11. How have academic and student support services enhanced student learning within your department?  

  
V. External

12. What are the opinions of key stakeholders (e.g., students, transfer institutions, employers, advisory boards) of the 
department’s quality, indicating the method of analysis used (e.g., student survey results available from the RSCCD 
Research Office)?   What are emerging trends in related industries that the department should consider as part of its 
student success efforts (where applicable)?  Please also summarize arrangements/collaborations with other academic 
institutions, industry, government, and any other agencies outside the academic community.



13. If applicable, please describe any mandated, externally imposed regulations or external reviews (accreditations or 
standards) of your program that have implications for program planning and review.

  
14. What grants has the program been involved with?  How has this changed the program?



  
VI. Conclusions

15. Based on the department’s comprehensive analyses, what changes are needed overall to enhance student success and 
achievement? What issues have emerged that may require interdisciplinary dialogue and possible inclusion in overall 
college planning?

 

  
  
16. Please list the faculty who were consulted in this program planning and review. 

Department Chair:

Full-time Faculty:

Part-time Faculty:



Additional Information:



Additional Information:



Additional Information:


	Academic_Year__DZ-0PZvRfJXOuSubiRqXzw: 2016-2017
	Program_Departm_o9SjEXk4ijzJ6tfCt9xm4g: Music Department
	_1a__Department_AJbpTCnYgQwkblhb9D6*-A: Goal 1
Improve, enhance and eventually replace our music facilities. A. Plan for a new Fine and Performing Arts Center to replace our current aging and inadequate facility. 
B. Refurbish the rooms we currently use to meet basic needs of the department.

Related Activities:1. Determine the specifications for a new music facility that will complement our growing music programs. For more detailed recommendations, please refer to the "Performing Arts Faculty Request for New Facilities" document.  2. Design and install stage lighting for the front of room C104.3. Research and then procure equipment needed to transform the back of C104 into a recording studio.4. Mediate N106
	_1a__Strategic__*6m7Fv*Vve32gpOzNPk6QA: [2. Use of Technology]
	__1b__Departmen_0iMjKtYDh3*8k9obUyiBDw: Goal 2
Improve the quality of the instrumental program through enhancement of instructional equipment. The instrumental program needs to better serve ours students with adequate availability of instruments and classroom equipment.

Related Activities:1. Purchase of two French horns for student use in instrumental ensembles2. Purchase of appropriate music chairs (50) for student performers as well as carriers (3) for music stands. 3. Procurement of other instruments: marimba, vibraphone, cymbals, contra bass clarinet and two practice room upright pianos. 4. Research and then purchase a Steinway Grand Piano D for Phillips Hall - an appropriate piano for concert performance by faculty and staff.
	_1b__Strategic__noHeEDbp5ISJ*JluUQH81Q: [1. Student Achievement]
	__1c__Departmen_LFKG8GsIdXEOkdJVxGzSAw: Goal 3
Employ new modes of class delivery.We need to meet the evolving student needs in general education classes (Music Appreciation, Jazz in America, etc.) by rewriting curriculum and developing new curriculum that incorporates new class delivery methods including distance education. 

Related Activities:1. Develop course materials for IDS 121 so that it can be taught online. 2. Schedule a section of Music 103 online. 
	_1c__Strategic__K6aTQS2uhOEAqlCgQrFS6A: [1. Student Achievement]
	_1d__Department_8OXCkd0mvop7Bw7S1OJxgA: Goal 4
Improve the effectiveness and quality of our instrumental and vocal ensembles and increase student participation: The Music Department needs to promote its programs and ensembles by expanding relationships with feeder high schools, recruiting more heavily on the college campus, and establishing a more prominent online presence.

Related Activities:1. Enhance web site with produced videos of SAC ensembles.2. Develop an area on the college application for discerning student interest in music performing groups  3. Organize student groups to help with recruitment and perform at local high schools. 4. Make formal request for a new full time instrumental music position.
	_1d__Strategic__9GVtj0qmF67Hr*tUpZbV-g: [4. Community]
	_2a__Achieved___zZ1fFpPHfDBItjcnYli0zA: [Restructured]
	_2a__Explain_wh_zstG5i3q4RJRNuAvGu1vkw: Goal 2
Improve the quality of the instrumental program through enhancement of instructional equipment. 
The Music Department has procured many of the specific items in this goal including French Horns, musician chairs, and music stands. In addition, we undertook an intensive fundraising campaign and purchased a Steinway Concert Grand piano for Phillips Hall. The goal needs to be restructured to reflect current needs. These include a new marimba, vibraphone, contra bass clarinet and two upright pianos for the practice rooms.

	_2b__Achieved___LD0106HNJSmyg0A1PXS63A: [Restructured]
	_2b__Explain_wh_8wNcapcVOqvd-BHOieVcVA: Goal 3: 
Employ new modes of class delivery.
Curriculum has been revised for both MUS 103 and IDS 121 for effective online delivery. The Music Department now offers online sections in both areas on a consistent basis. The focus of this goal needs to shift to other GE classes including MUS 102 (World Music) and MUS 104 (Rock Music Appreciation). In addition, we need to make a concerted effort to have all full time faculty and appropriate adjunct faculty certified for online teaching.
	_2c__Achieved___wiMH-PghXVgun-X8D8Bzjg: [Restructured]
	_2c__Explain_wh_3IgvNdhwVMvNH8DkIxV17A: Improve the effectiveness and quality of our instrumental and vocal ensembles.
In the fall of 2016, the Music Department hired a new full time faculty member, Michael Briones, to direct our instrumental ensembles. This goal needs to be refocused with specific activities related to our web site development and outreach to local high schools. Our immediate goal for the fall of 2016 is to develop a specific plan for this outreach and then begin implementing it in the spring of 2017.
	_3a__New_Goal__mbZDwFzIeu5pOb2Y2Ew8sQ: Align curriculum and improve facilities to meet the changing needs of Digital Music Production.
The Music Department needs to assess current technologies available to deliver digital music classes effectively so that our offering meet workforce needs.
related activities:
1. Research current recording technologies and computer configurations to plan for a major renovation of the DMC 204 facility.
2. Write a CTE grant to realize this plan
3. Revise curriculum to incorporate new technologies and better align with workforce requirements.
	_3a__Strategic__DieH*MuU4Na880xMy29pIA: [5. Workforce Development]
	_3b__New_Goal__t5Vun9ylSD6yzGP5E8XGfw: Strengthen enrollments and success rates in beginning level instrumental and vocal classes.
Students who succeed in our beginning level instrumental and vocal classes feed into our ensembles and also become involved in other Music Department areas. We need to examine our curriculum as well as scheduling patterns to find ways to strengthen these offerings.
activities:
1. Examine and revise curriculum.
2. Develop new scheduling strategies.
3. Promote these offerings in our greater community.
	_3b__Strategic__b-SRnmaTAyWZzoI6lN8d*g: [1. Student Achievement]
	_3c__New_Goal__b*7gfOxfCkRJI8n6eO-TUw: 
	_3c__Strategic__pXnwE3fwvzSWs6b1BcKdLw: []
	_4__How_has_you_sAhY-vXsqlCgyTCijlr5GA: General education courses: MUS 101, MUS 102, MUS 103, MUS 104In assessing SLOs for these general education music classes, the following issues have become apparent:•	Student success is hampered by poor reading comprehension skills. •	Students have difficulty describing the musical characteristics they observe in recorded or live music because they have                    difficulty hearing individual musical characteristics. •	Students have difficulty supporting their conclusions in their writing assignments with examples and concepts learned in class.Changes in curriculum and pedagogy to address this problem include:•	Implementation of  more small-scale assignments designed to solidify comprehension of a single term or concept.•	Clarification of assignment instructions to further specify the descriptive requirements. •	Restructuring of listening questions in journals, assignments and tests so that students are responding to specific questions. •	Provide models for sample questions and give more time to students to complete the assessment and change some of the               writing assessments to take home assignments.•	Incorporation of OER materials assures all students have access to reading.•	Incorporate better pedagogical practices learned in Online Certification training.•	More visual media is being incorporated into the PowerPoint presentations for all sections, showing pictures of musicians,                  instruments, musical groups, and other related material.•	Blackboard is being utilized in all sections to give students access to the syllabus, calendar, upcoming assignments, and               up-to-date grades.ResultsStudent success rates are improving in these classes. The average success rate over the last five semesters was 70% (the most recent two semesters were 71% and 73%). The average over the previous five semesters was 64%. The increase in online sections of these classes was even more pronounced (71% for the last five semesters and 52% for the previous five semesters)Performance Classes (MUS 135, 137, 171, 175)In assessing SLOs for performance classes, the following issues have become apparent:•	Students often play with a lack of support and accuracy. •	It often takes too long before students begin showing improvement in their ensemble performances.Changes in curriculum and pedagogy to address this problem include:•	Implement sectionals and informal testing in rehearsal settings throughout the semester. Develop a schedule for sectional                rehearsals with each part.  The schedule should feature a heavy sectional rotation during weeks 4 through 8 and then taper                over the next 2 to 3 weeks.•	Work more outside of class rehearsal on problematic areas so that students can be aware of their  contribution to a successful                   group performance. •	Encourage students to address their weaknesses through individual coaching, sectionals and individual practice.ResultsSuccess rates in performance classes is generally quite high, averaging 85% over the last four semesters and 81.5 for the previous four semesters. In SLO assessments, ensemble directors have noted greater success addressing specific student weaknesses with the increased individual coaching and sectional rehearsals.Digital Music Classes (MUS 142, 143, 146, 147)In assessing SLOs for digital music classes, the following issues have become apparent:•	Students submit hastily prepared reports that do not address areas of the grading rubric including the specific uses of MIDI                implementation and editing.•	Students do not address specific areas of digital audio recording technique when preparing their reports.•	Students do not exhibit enough depth of knowledge in audio theory when producing projects.Changes in curriculum and pedagogy to address this problem include:•	Restructure time-lines so that students turn in reports at least one class period before they turn in projects to emphasize the                importance of the reports.•	Provide modeling for the report and its proper structure.•	Redesign the curriculum so that more emphasis is placed on Digital audio theory. In fall of 2016, a new class was offered as                part of the curricular requirements of the certificate to address this problem: MUS 152: Beginning Audio Production.ResultsThe average success rates in these classes for the last 4 semesters is 72%. For the previous 4 semesters it was 71.5%. Instructors are noting in SLO assessments that students are generally doing better with their written reports in terms of content and structure. MUS 152 is being offered for the first time in the fall of 2016 and we will track any effect this has on success rates and SLO assessment.Music Theory Classes (MUS 111, 112, 213, 214)In assessing SLOs for music theory classes, the following issues have become apparent:•	Students seem to exhibit the most problems with rhythmic accuracy in performance and composition and this hinders their               melodic writing skills. Students have most difficulty with harmonic analysis in context, as they have little concept of harmonic               rhythm. •	Many music students still have great difficulty with piano assignments. •	The pace of these classes have become quite hectic with only 15 weeks of available instruction.	Suggested changes in curriculum and pedagogy to address this problem include:•	Revise assignments so that harmonic rhythm is stressed when music is analyzed. Incorporate lessons in harmonic reduction in classwork.•	Give rhythmic assignments such as short rhythmic compositions earlier in the semester so that students better understand               these concepts.•	Employ more guided help from the Music Lab supervisors in administering piano assessments so that more time can be spent               with students who have greater needs in this area. •	Revise piano class curriculum to include more of the Theory skills needed by music majors.•	For the future, we should consider increasing the number of hours and units for Music Theory classes, although this would                make conformation to the AAT transfer degree template difficult. •	Advise students more carefully at the beginning of the semester in regard to the proper theory class for theory needs. MUS               111 should be taken only by students with some experience in reading notes.ResultsIn the previous Music Department Program Review (2012), Beginning Music Theory (MUS 111) was identified as having rather low success rates compared with the rest of the department. The difficulties of learning music, and in particular, music theory, can be  compared to the difficulties of learning mathematics. In that review, the average success rate for MUS 111 over four years was 49%. For this current four-year span, the success rate has improved to 54%. In fact, the last two semesters have had rates of 64% and 63%, illustrating a marked improvement.Applied Music Classes (MUS 115abcd)In assessing SLOs for digital music classes, the following issues have become apparent•	Throughout the semester all students show a marked improvement from their initial audition as evidenced by their final juried                performance in front of faculty members of the Music Department. •	First semester students often struggle with nerves, proper technical execution and musicality. •	Although most students do very well with weekly progress, some delay their concentrated practice until later in the semester               and their progress suffers.Changes in curriculum and pedagogy to address this problem include:•	Require stricter adherence to weekly practice hour requirement through close monitoring and direct feedback, especially in               the beginning week of the semester.•	Provide more opportunities for students to participate in mock performances at workshops.•	Change from a specified recital lengths requirement to a range of time to give the students and their instructors more               repertoire flexibility and to focus on higher performance quality.•	Changed prerequisite of Applied Music classes to require ensemble participation.ResultsSuccess rates in the Applied Music Program are generally quite high (83.5% average over the last four semesters and 80% average over the previous four semesters) Instructors in this program have noted in theory SLO assessments that students who participated in workshops gave stronger performances at public recital.
	Equipment__Inst_xdZ0nhTSQ*omguHjKsclmQ: In the Music Department Resource Allocation Requests, we have identified the need for the following instructional equipment:

Request: Instruments for Instrumental Music
Two French Horns for student performers in Concert Band.Vibraphone  for student performers in Concert Band and Symphonic Winds.Suspended cymbals for student performers in Concert Band and Symphonic Winds.Marimba for student performers in Concert Band and Symphonic Winds. 
These requests respond to "Students will demonstrate through public performance a proficiency at the sophomore level on their instrument (or voice) that allows them to perform accurately and musically within a large ensemble." (Music AA, PLO #4; Music AAT, PLO #4).One upright piano for practice room for students to fulfill curricular requirements in Applied Music, Musicianship and Music Theory classes. (Music AA, PLO #3; Music AAT, PLO #3).In 2015, we purchased two new French Horns. This enabled the concert band to function as a complete ensemble and present repertoire that complemented student learning outcomes. The other instrument requests have not yet been approved.Request:  Enhancement of risers and acoustic shell for Phillips HallRisers and acoustic shell  appropriate to the size of our Choir are necessary for curricular assignments in public performance, responding to " Competency and experience in the creation and presentation of public performances of music." Music AA,  PLO #1; Music AAT , PLO #1. Funding has not yet been secured for this purchase.

Request: 50 Musician's Chairs for N114Musician's chairs are specialized instructional equipment that allow for proper posture and instrumental tone production. They enable "competency and experience in the creation and presentation of public performances of music" and " successful transfer to four-year institutions." (Music AA, PLO #4 Music AAT, PLO #4)Chairs were purchased in fall of 2015. Student satisfaction with comfort while attending instrumental ensembles has improved. Success rates in ensembles are very high.
	Facilities__IVXg*GMzUE*HMNs4f6emZQ: In the Music Department Resource Allocation Requests, we have identified the need for the following enhancements to facilities:Request: Stage Lighting for C104Proper lighting is necessary for curricular assignments in public performance and will enable students to "perform proficiently (at the sophomore level) on their principal instrument." (Music AA, PLO #2; Music AAT, PLO #2).Although funding for this project was approved, we are still waiting for approval from the DSA (Division of State Architects) to move forward with implementation.Request: New Carpeting in the Music Building, The carpet trim is no longer present in N114 and the carpet is water-stained and emits a strong odor in other rooms. Replacement of carpet will provide an atmosphere conducive to student learning. Currently, the odor in N106 makes it difficult on students and instructors. This will create greater success in all curricular requirements as well "successful transfer to four-year institutions." (Music AA, PLO #3; Music AAT, PLO #3).We have been approved for replacement and this is scheduled for the fall of 2016.
	Non_Faculty_Per_2cVTVarpIGQJi0ZcB3gmkQ: 
	Technology__LlCRaH787*yZdP65y8XjTw: In the Music Department Resource Allocation Requests, we have identified the need for the following need in technology.

Request: Replacement computers and peripheral equipment for  DMC 204This request aligns directly with '"Students will demonstrate competency in the skills necessary for an entry level position in careers including audio technician."  (Digital Music Production Program, PLO #4)
Funding has not been received for this request. The Music Department in conjunction with the TV/Video Department plans to write a CTE grant in 2016-217 to begin to address this need.

Request: Digital Projector for DMC 204The digital projector is necessary for delivery of information related to the curriculum in the Digital Music Production Certificate. Proper projection equipment will allow students to "...demonstrate a working knowledge of the creative and technical issues necessary for the production of  digital audio..."  (Dig. Mus. Production Cert. PLO #1) The digital projector was installed in the fall of 2015. Student success rates have been improving in digital music. Curriculum has been reconfigured to further strengthen this program. Students are no longer complaining about their inability to see the class presentations.
	Other__wDsJV1hqwu83y87dHLibVg: 
	__6__The_Accred_TWRg5pVPxTJZ*VrfGqg0DA: The Music Department tracks similarly to college as a whole in regard to success rates by ethnicity and gender. However, in music classes that are more oriented toward technology such as those offered as part of the Digital Music Production Certificate Program (MUS 142, 143, 1546, 147) we are finding some discrepancies in regard to gender. Both female and male students have similar success rates in digital music classes, but for some reason, far fewer female students enroll. On average, there are 44 male students per semester compared with 8 female students. The Music Department is in the process of revamping digital music curriculum with hopes of attracting greater gender equity in terms of interest. We have written a new class, Introduction to Game Music (MUS 153) as well as a new general, broad based audio class, Introduction to Audio (MUS 152). The new Introduction to Audio class is cross-listed with the Theater and TV/Video departments, and our hope is that a more diverse group of students will find interest in the course content. Music faculty member John Marr is also researching and learning a whole new music technology called "vocaloids." This Japanese technology provides a digital means for digitally emulating female voices and is becoming a new genre in popular music. We plan to integrate this technology into the curriculum in the coming semesters with the hope that there is greater interest among both male and female students.One additional area to examine is guitar and those classes related to guitar study (MUS 185, 186, 187, 188). In our program review of 2012, the guitar classes were discussed in relation to their somewhat low success rates. Over the past 4 semesters the success rate has averaged 50% and for the previous 4 semesters, the average was 52%. This represents a slight increase from the last program review (49%). It is not unusual for beginning level instrumental classes to have lower success rates due to the physical skill and concentrated daily practice necessary for progress. Of additional concern is that Latino/Hispanic students seem to be having less success than non Latino/Hispanic students in guitar classes. In the most recent two semesters, success rates for Hispanic/Latino students has been about 43% and for non-Latino/Hispanic students, the rate is 62%. During the economic downturn, we eliminated one of our guitar classes that had a more "chordal," popular approach. This is in contrast to our current classes that have a more classical approach. It may be advantageous to revive the older class. Perhaps the pedagogical approach would be closer to student expectations.
	__7__What_resea_ty1YT1AOL978jxywj9c*9Q: To prepare for our program review, full-time faculty members of the Music Department employed the Student Equity Action Tool (SEAT) to track course completion and successas well as issues of equity within their respective areas (instrumental music, vocal music, digital music, music theory, general education). Also, data was reviewed and analyzed from several Rancho Santiago Research Department reports for Santa Ana College including:•	AA/AS Degrees Awarded, 2010-2015; •	Certificates of Achievement and Proficiency Awarded, 2010-2015; •	Santa Ana College FTES Generated by Subject, 2010-2015; •	SAC Course Completion (Fall 2011 - Fall 2015) by course and subject, April 2016 •	Santa Ana College Demographics by Subject Area, Fall 2015•	Fall 2015 Course Grade Distribution by Department by Ethnicity•	Fall 2015 Course Grade Distribution by Department by EthnicityAdditional research was undertaken through surveys including the 2015 Student Satisfaction Survey as well as several internal surveys including the Applied Music Student Satisfaction Survey, the Digital Music Production Student Satisfaction Survey,Online Instruction Student Surveys administered in every online music section every semester, and the Student Music Interest Survey administered at the beginning of every semester.

Generally speaking, we have added and restructured goals our in response to specific findings. Success rates in online offerings have improved over the past four years (question 9) and we have restructured our goals (goal 3) to take advantage of our success in this area. Enrollment patterns show that some attention is needed in our ensemble classes (question 9) and goals have been restructured to address this area (goal 4 and question 3, new goal 2). The 2015 Student Satisfaction Survey of 2015 and our own Applied Music Survey have confirmed our need for continued attention to our inadequate facilities and instructional equipment. This is addressed in goals 1 and 2. Please see the following questions 8 and 9 for more details.
	Please_review_y_JrVKDvVpqiXz5Ukj6k1GBg: Success rates and enrollments by gender.As mentioned in question 6, the Music Department tracks similarly to college as a whole in regard to gender and success rates.Gender Demographics (fall 2015)Female: SAC Headcount: 43%; Music Department headcount: 44%Male: SAC headcount: 57%; Music Department headcount: 56%Gender Success Rates (fall 2015)Female: SAC :71%; Music Department: 73%Male: SAC: 67%; Music Department: 73%While success rates are very similar in regard to gender, the enrollment by gender in Music classes is somewhat uneven. This is similar to the college as a whole. For example, adding the enrollment numbers for the fall of 2014 with the fall of 2015, there were 658 female students (41.6%) compared to 924 male students (58.4 %) enrolled in Music classes. As discussed in question 6, the biggest disparity is in technology-oriented music classes. On average, there are 44 male students per semester compared with 8 female students. We are addressing this by changing curriculum and writing new curriculum that should have a more even appeal to all genders (see question 6).In addition, more male than female students enroll in music theory classes, instrumental classes, instrumental ensembles, and, surprisingly, general education survey classes. By contrast, more women than men take vocal classes and vocal ensembles. it seems that the Music Department can attempt to address the gender disparity in enrollments through recruitment efforts and publicity, as attracting more female students to music classes in general would  be a powerful way to increase FTEs in Music overall.Success rates by ethnicity.The Music Department tracks very favorably to the college as a whole in regard to success rates broken down by race. This is particularly evident in those areas where the sample size is high enough to produce valid results. Here is a comparison:Success rates fall 2014 and 2015 (average)American Indian: SAC: 64.02%; MUSIC: 70.54%Asian: SAC: 78.22%; MUSIC: 75.29%Black/African American: 59.86%; MUSIC 68.07%Filipino: SAC: 72.65%; MUSIC: 89.41%Hispanic: SAC: 64.94%; MUSIC: 69.4%White: SAC: 75.15%; 78.73%In the Music Department, there is less of a disparity in success rates by race when comparing to the college as a whole. For example, Black/ African American and Hispanic students have higher success rates in music when compared to the college as a whole. As noted in question 6, students in guitar classes have lower success rates than the Music Department in general. Examination of these success rates by ethnicity also uncovers some disparities. For example, in the fall of 2015, 43% of Hispanic/Latino students were successful compared with 71.43% of Non Hispanic/Latino students. In 2012, we eliminated one section of guitar that used a pedagogical approach with a more "chordal" method. Currently, our guitar classes all present a more "classical" approach involving the reading of single notes and patterns. We should consider incorporating more chordal study in the curriculum, as this may be closer to the expectations of some of our students. Also, there may be the possibility of creating avenues of interaction between guitar classes and the Mariachi ensemble to try to make the content more relevant to our student population.
	_9__Describe_an_a*q6FIkA4PoQM3grqPIwaA: Overall Success Rates.
Music Department Student Success Rates: fall 2011: 65%, fall 2012: 67%, fall 2013: 66%, fall 2014: 69%, fall 2015: 72% (Student Equity Action Tool: Course Completion and Success).From fall 2011 to Fall 2015, the Music Department, overall, has seen a steady increase in student success rates averaging nearly 2% per year, which is approaching college goals in this area. 
Degrees and Certificates Awarded.
Music Degrees awarded: 2011-12: 1  2012-13: 5  2013-14: 2 2014-15: 7 (Rancho Santiago Research Department Report, Santa Ana College AA/AS Degrees Awarded, 2010-2015)Digital Music Production Certificates awarded: 2011-12: 1  2012-13: 5  2013-14: 2 2014-15: 7 (Rancho Santiago Research Department Report, Santa Ana College Certificates of Achievement and Proficiency Awarded, 2010-2015)The number of degrees and certificates awarded varies greatly year to year, but there seems to be an upward trend in those areas as well. In 2015, there were 11 Digital Music Production Certificates and 7 Music Degrees awarded.  Although official numbers are not yet available, several Music Students made successful transfers as Music Majors to four year schools in the fall of 2016, including transfers to CSULB, CSUF, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, Concordia University. This is particularly impressive because students are not automatically accepted to these schools as Music Majors even if they complete transfer degrees. They must pass rigorous auditions and placement exams. Our program level student learning outcomes specifically call for our students to be well prepared for these exams upon completing our program and in the most current year, every one of our students who applied for acceptance as a music major at a transfer institution was accepted based on the high level of their preparation and their ability to pass auditions.

Success rates in Online Offerings.
In our previous program review (2012) we commented upon the lower success rates of students taking our GE offerings (MUS 101 and 103) in an online mode as compared to a traditional classroom mode. Since that time, all of our instructors have completed online training certification offered by and also by outside institutions. Improved pedagogical strategies have been employed and OER materials have been incorporated into the classes, granting guaranteed access to reading materials to all students from the very first day of instruction. As a result, we are now seeing impressive improvements in online success rates:

Average success rate of students in online music sections over the last five semesters (spring 2014 to spring 2016): 71%
Average success rate of students in online music sections over the previous five semesters (fall 2011 to fall 2013): 52%
(SEAT)

Music Department FTEs
Music Department FTEs generated: 2010-11: 285.66 2011-12: 276.01  2012-13: 277.21  2013-14: 247.83 2014-15: 228.57 (Rancho Santiago Research Department Report: Santa Ana College FTES Generated by Subject, 2010-2015)Overall, the number of FTEs generated by the Music Department has been decreasing over the past four years. During the economic downturn, the Music Department eliminated several classes and programs to respond to administrative directives. We eliminated commercial music classes (Songwriting, Improvisation Workshop, Music Notation), ensembles (Latin Jazz Ensemble, Vocal Jazz Ensemble, Percussion Ensemble), instrumental classes (Beginning Bass, Guitar, Instrumental Methods). The result, we believe was a strengthening of our department in terms of focusing on offerings most closely related to our Music Degree and Music production Certificate. Gradually, we need to increase offerings in areas that were discontinued and in new areas to serve student needs and interests, especially those in the areas of commercial music and ensembles. We have written new classes for digital audio and in the near future will schedule sections in commercial music, such as improvisation workshop, an area where students have expressed a specific interest (2016 Applied Music Student Survey). Our prediction is that FTEs will begin to rise again in the Music Department beginning in the 2016-17 school year.

Success Rates in Beginning Piano Classes
In our last Quadrennial Capstone Report (2012), we noted success rates in beginning piano classes as being below the success rate average for the Music Department (56%). In that report it was noted that he first level of piano instruction presents special challenges as students do not always realize that they must actively engage in learning a new language (music and music notation) while at the same time, master a new physical skill that takes sustained daily practice. Since that time, we have employed new pedagogical approaches and hired some new faculty in the area. Students now review material constantly throughout the class and we encourage them to work with a tutor when needed.. This seems to work effectively and fewer students are dropping out from the classes past two semesters. In addition, Jungwon Jin has instituted a new recital program where students can invite family and friends to a gathering and then play their pieces for them. As a result, the piano program has attracted more students and has shown greater success rates in the beginning level. The average success rate in MUS 161 was 59% over the past four years, but in the last two semesters, it has been even higher. Success rates in the more advanced levels of piano remain high every semester at an 80% average over the last four years.                                                      

MUS 161 success rate for fall of 2015: 60%
MUS 161 success rate for spring of 2016: 69%

Enrollment Data for Ensembles.
Parallel to the decrease in FTEs has been a decrease in the number of students enrolled in vocal and instrumental ensembles.

Total students enrolled in choir, band and jazz ensemble: 
fall 2011: 125, fall 2012: 151, fall 2013: 112, fall 2014: 119, fall 2015: 99 (SEAT)
fall 2016: 109 (Webadvisor)

Although there is variability from year to year, a downward trend is noted. Numbers are not yet available for the fall of 2016, but based on Webadvisor and our classroom observations, we anticipate a substantial increase in enrollments. Department goal #4 directly addresses this issue. We have a hired a new full time instrumental instructor in the fall of 2016 and are currently planning for recruitment activities for the spring of 2017. We need to have some release time for our new faculty member to support this activity and also need to provide a structure for bringing a touring group of students into the high schools in both vocal and instrumental areas. In the course of developing this program review as with previous reviews, we have felt that the college could better help us with our efforts if there were some way to collect data from incoming students that indicated their previous levels of participation in music classes at the high school level, perhaps through the college application process. This would serve to focus our recruitment efforts and garner more meaningful results. 
	_10__Describe_a_zYeDomu0EqUSSgV8y*Rmrg: Course revisions and deletionsOfferings in Digital music have been revised and enhanced to reflect workplace needs as well as a changing study body, as recommended by our advisory board.  Many students are entering the program with some level of experience in the digital music field and our previous prescriptive approach through set levels is a less effective approach. We have focused the curriculum and students are allowed to enter classes that offer specific skill sets  with fewer prerequisites. Digital Music Revisions•	MUS 142 Creating Music with MIDI: name changed to "Intermediate Techniques on the Digital Audio Workstation."•	MUS 143 Intermediate Techniques of MIDI Sequencing: name changed to "Creating Music on the Digital Audio Workstation                 II."These  changes eliminated outmoded terminology and reflect a broader set of skills.Digital Music AdditionsMUS 152, TELE 152 Beginning Audio Production. This is a new required class - broad based introductory class used by four different programs in Music , Theatre and TV/Video.MUS 153 Introduction to Game Audio. This is a very topical class and very practical for the workplace.Other Music Department curricular adjustments:MUS 110 Fundamentals of Music: name changed to "Fundamentals of Music and Culture." This reflects added cultural components and it is now a general education offering in Plan B - Humanities. added to Plan B.MUS 111 Basic Theory and Ear Training.: name changed to " Basic Music Theory and Musicianship." This class is now a general education offering in both plans A and B in the Humanities.Other Pedagogical Changes - Piano ClassesIn response to student needs as they transfer to four year institutions, Jungwon Jin has communicated with colleagues at other Universities  including Cal State Fullerton and Chapman regarding the piano placement tests for our transfer students.As a result of these conversations she has made adjustments to piano curriculum and pedagogy, placing more focus on sight-reading, scales, arpeggios, chord progressions, harmonizations with primary chords, transposition skills for non-piano music major students.This should ensure that our music majors are placed in higher-level piano classes upon transfer.Deletions:MUS 125AB: Song Writing Workshop MUS 132: The jazz Singers MUS 134: Vocal Jazz Workshop MUS 151: Commercial Music TheoryMUS 160: Beginning Pop and Jazz PianoMUS 165: Beginning Folk GuitarMUS 166AB: Beginning/Intermediate Electric BassMUS 170: Piano ClinicMUS 177: Latin Jazz Ensemble MUS 179: Technique Studies for PianistsOur department has become more focused on offerings that relate directly to our degree and certificate programs.Changes of Modality.In response to student interest, the Music Department revised curriculum and is now offering online sections of the following courses on a regular basis:MUS 103: Jazz in AmericaIDS 121: Humanities through the ArtsAs discussed in question 9, success rates in our online offerings are increasing impressively. All of our instructors have completed online training certification. Improved pedagogical strategies have been employed and OER materials have been incorporated into the curriculum.
	__11__How_have__hHM5R7Yr-8W4chqciscHsA: The Fine and Performing Arts Division has had counselors attended our curriculum meetings and we use the opportunity to keep the counseling area abreast of the very particular nuances of our degrees and programs. We are in the process of developing this relationship with our assigned counselor as a means of communicating the specific aspects of our programs so that students can get better advice as they develop their educational plans and attain their goals. Students in the Music Department regularly take advantage of many other student service areas including the Testing Center, Disabled Students Program and Services, Financial Aid. In addition, there are several scholarships particular to music majors and we work closely with the Scholarship Office by judging scholarship submissions, writing letters of recommendation, and providing music for scholarship ceremonies. Our students also interact with many of these areas on campus such as the scholarship office, the Foundation by providing music for specific events. For example, this semester, small groups of musicians have performed for the president's Circle and the Soldiers to Scholars event.

Our department has had a strong relationship with the Freshman Experience program over the past several years. David Lopez has taught one section of Jazz in America (MUS 103) as part of a linked class within a collaborative learning environment. First time freshman have taken advantage of this program to increase retention and success. We hope to reestablish our connection to Freshman Experience with our new faculty member, Michael Briones, who has take over the MUS 103 classes.

Our fully functional Music Lab includes practice rooms, practice instruments, computer instructional programs, computer notation and recording programs, and computerized musicianship programs. This facility is continuously maintained and upgraded so that students in the Music Department can fulfill their specific curricular requirements that require instrumental and technological resources. Curricular requirements are further met in the more generalized Academic Computing Center and in the library, where students can conduct research as well as make use of the computer stations. Within our lab, we make extensive use of tutorial services in specialized areas of music study including music theory, musicianship and piano.
	_12__What_are_t_idNuMoExMMCO*SKb17ScFQ: Program Learning Outcome #2 and #3  or both our Music AA and Music AAT degrees specify that upon completion of the degree, students will be able to pass auditions and placement tests for baccalaureate music degree programs at four-year institutions:     • "Students ... will pass placement tests on their main instrument (or voice) and be accepted at California State University Fullerton,              California State University Long Beach, and other four-year institutions."     • "Students will ...pass placement tests in the areas of music theory and musicianship and be placed at the junior level upon transfer        to California State University Fullerton, California State University Long Beach, and other four-year institutions."Admission to these programs is not automatic; in fact, it is highly competitive. The SAC Music Department is proud that each of our graduates in the fall of 2016 passed their auditions and were accepted by  four year programs. This includes acceptances at CSUF, CSULB, Concordia University, California State University Northridge and Cal Poly Pomona. In the previous four years, our students have also been accepted by wide array of schools throughout the country including CalArts, UC Berkeley, UCI, Chapman University, Biola University, University of Washington and the HARTT School of Music (University of Hartford). In addition to these proven results, we meet with counterparts at our local transfer institutions and find that our program is held in high regard. We also confer on specific skills our students need in order to be given advanced placement in skills classes such as piano, music theory and musicianship. Because of the highly variable nature of the programs at our transfer institutions, it is extremely difficult to predict exactly what skills students will need and how they will be placed. To stay abreast, we communicate with music theory and piano faculty of those programs to acquire sample curriculum and to try to stay abreast of their requirements.In the past several years, our program has had an ongoing collaboration with the Yamaha Corporation. The music education division of Yamaha is impressed with our piano program and uses our lab as a test lab for their newest technology. As a result, we received a free upgrade for our 26-station lab in the N building and our students are benefitting from access to the newest technology in support of innovative pedagogy. In regard to our Digital Music Production, we are witnessing a digital music/audio production field that is undergoing a significant transformation. Much of the work previously done by large studios is now being contracted to small independent audio technicians. This bodes well for the students in our program as they are trained on specialized workstations that are favored by entrepreneurs. In addition, Southern California is still an important center for recording studios, post-production facilities and game development companies. The Internet directory "Production Hub" lists 153 post-production facilities within a 50 mile radius of Santa Ana alone. The "Game Development Map" of the International Game Developers Association lists 192 game development businesses in the Southern California area.  The California Employment Development Departments Labor Market Information projects a 7.2% growth in the demand for sound engineering technicians in the Orange County area.Our program has an advisory board that informs our program on industry needs and curriculum issues. Much of our work in curriculum revision and modification as noted earlier in this report has been as a result of recommendations from this group in response to industry trends. Students are regularly surveyed as to their satisfaction in the program. The survey  is available as  an  online link  and we  encourage  all  students  to  contribute  anonymously.  Students  rate  the course,  the  instructor  and  the  facilities.  In  all  areas,  students  seem  quite  satisfied with  average  scores  ranging  from  4.6  to  5.0  for  all  questions  (5.0  being  very satisfied).The Digital Music Lab at the DMC is an Apple Certified Training Center for Education. Our facility, equipment, software and resources were reviewed and approved by Apple in order to get this designation. In addition, one of our full-time faculty members is a Certified Apple Trainer, requiring attendance at a vigorous week long training and passing exams on specific software skills.The Music Department conducted a survey of Applied Music students in the fall of 2016. The Applied Music students represent those who have participated most fully in our department. According to the survey, 77% identify themselves as music majors. When asked about the program, 84% are satisfied or very satisfied with its administration and organization and 90% indicate that they are either satisfied or very satisfied with the program overall. In addition, their satisfaction with their theory class rated a grade of 4.7 out of 5 (5 being very satisfied), and their satisfaction with piano classes rated a grade of 4.7.On a negative note, 57% of the students expressed that they were either neutral or unsatisfied with the condition of our practice rooms in our facility.Here are some comments from the students concerning our facilities:"The amount of practice hours per week should be taken down because there is not always a practice room available and when it is you can hear the people in the rooms next to you.""SAC music department is under financed. The AC in the choir room doesn't really work too well. There are not enough practice rooms to accommodate for all the students. The faculty really does a lot with the limited resources they have.""More grand pianos and more practice rooms" "All practicing rooms are crowded, have no ventilation, and very dirty"In the Santa Ana College Student Satisfaction survey of 2015, students were asked about their level of interaction in the arts by asking if they had participated in or attended an art, theatre, music or dance.  event. The percentage of students responding positively has grown significantly over the past three years (2013: 19%, 2014: 21%, 2015: 34%). In the Music Department, we have been making a determined effort to provide collaborative concerts of both faculty and students. In addition we have involved the music department at SCC. We plan to continue these activities to influence greater student participation in the arts. In the Santa Ana College Student Satisfaction survey of 2015, as with the Music Department Survey of 2016, students commented specifically on the poor quality of the Music Facility (the N building): "The N building needs to be refurbished because it's not in an adequate state for music students. The practice rooms are not soundproof and students are able to hear the person next door which interferes with a person’s ability to focus. The band room's carpet needs to be replaced."Our Music Department goals have included ideas for improvement in this area for several years. This includes the complete refurbishing and eventual replacement of our facility.
	_13__If_applica_Nxv7PYaR-QdPeiYseB2DNw: NA
	__14__What_gran_rAP0Xo4kqY-r--mWoB2FAA: The Music Department participated in a major CTE grant in collaboration with the TV/Video department in 2011-2012 With this grant of over $100,000 we  upgraded  the  lab  in  DMC  204,  with   impressive,  up  to  date  computer  and  peripheral equipment  as  well  as  industry  standard  software. 

Since that time we have received two much smaller CTE grants to purchase and install new software and upgrades for innovative curricular changes.

2012: CTE grant $1200 in conjunction with TV/Video
2013: CTE grant, $1200 in conjunction with TV/Video

These grants have allowed us to keep the Digital Music Production Program up to date and relevant to the workforce. Success rates remain high in the beginning level classes (73% average over the past four years) and enrollments are strong. Because of the technological aspect of this program, we must stay abreast of technological advances and our plan is to apply for a CTE grant for a major upgrade in 2017.
	
In 2013, The Music Department launched the “Steinway Campaign” to purchase a nine-foot Steinway grand piano. The vision was to purchase a Steinway, Model D concert grand piano for Santa Ana College in time for its centennial in 2015. Starting with a $10,000 donation from Wade Francis, President of Unicon Financial Services, Inc., over 50 people donated to the campaign and more than several hundred music fans attended and continue to attend fundraising concerts. With a matching gift from the Santa Ana College Foundation, more than $70,000 was raised by 2015. The Music Department produced and presented a very successful gala concert for the spring of 2015 to showcase the new instrument.  We continue to produce concerts involving the piano to showcase our students and faculty and to provide for the cultural enrichment of our community. Our piano program is strong as a result, attracting more students and attaining higher success rates as noted in question #9.
	_15__Based_on_t_tNOmWpl2nTXbs2RkdQ3cOg: As noted throughout this report, the Music Department has achieved impressive results over the last four years in regard to curriculum, pedagogy, student success rates and fund raising. Curriculum has undergone substantial revision in response to departmental goals and outcome assessment. Revisions have taken place in Music Theory, Piano, Digital Music in response to the changing needs of our students. New classes have been developed and offered in the Digital Music Production Program in response to technological innovation and workplace needs. As a result of curricular and pedagogical changes, success rates have risen throughout the department as a whole. In particular, we have seen significant improvement in the area of Beginning Piano, Beginning Music Theory and online classes, all areas that were analyzed and discussed in the previous Quadrennial Capstone review. Continued attention is still needed in improving the success rates in beginning guitar classes and we will address this area with further pedagogical adjustments.We take particular pride in the success of the Steinway Campaign that was undertaken over the last three years. The Music Department set a very lofty goal of purchasing a Steinway Concert Grand piano, and with the help of The Santa Ana College and many very generous donors, we achieved our goal in time for the Centennial Celebration of the concert. This campaign has allowed us to enhance our recital schedule with piano-centered events that feature faculty and students. Through strong publicity and interesting collaborations that involve both SAC and SCC, we have made a significant contribution to the cultural identity of the college and district. These new events are in addition to the very full concert schedule we offer every semester that includes concert band, jazz ensemble, chamber orchestra, mariachi, guitar ensemble, and choirs, as well as an ongoing guest recital series on every Tuesday and Friday throughout the semester.As noted in this report, enrollments and FTE generation for the Music Department has shown some decline over the last few years, though we feel that this trend is reversing with the current 2016 fall semester. We have a new full-time faculty member in instrumental music and have set specific goals for publicity and recruitment for our many ensembles. To achieve these goals, we will need assistance from the college. Our specific and substantial challenges can be aided by and a release time allocation for recruitment, the development of a structure for touring ensembles, and increased college-wide publicity for our programs and events.An additional ongoing and perhaps the most significant issue within our department is our inadequate facility. As noted in this report, students make continual reference to the poor state of our facility in both Music Department and college-wide surveys. Faculty complain about the same issues as well as the musty smell in the piano lab. We have too few practice rooms, band and choir rooms that are too small, and no dedicated hall for music events. Students are forced to practice outside of the N building or in the parking lot due to practice rooms that are too small, too stuffy, and in short supply. Because Phillips Hall is the only concert venue on campus, there is stiff competition when it comes time for scheduling. As proud as we are of our new Steinway piano, the time we get to use it is extremely limited. It is quite typical that there is absolutely no access to the piano for the first eight weeks of the semester and then only very specific and limited times thereafter. A dedicated hall for Music and a new Fine and Performing Arts facility will go a long way toward alleviating these issues. Since the realization of this project is still several years in the future, it is important to address as many facility concerns as possible with the facility we currently use to maintain our programs.
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